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I explained in part 1 of this series, that when I am
trying to train a behavior, my job is to put the puzzle

We can do this
thing

together for the dog, piece by piece, until I have
assembled enough of the puzzle that the dog sees the
same picture I do.

At speed
Anywhere
Any sequence
With confidence

In part 2 - I want to describe the typical way I go
about putting the puzzle together because where you
start and how you progress certainly influences the
learning process, and often influences the end result.
One of the great things about dogs, is that they
recognize patterns, so every time you assemble a
behavior using these
pieces - they get faster

and faster at putting the puzzle together. Sometimes, only a few
repetitions of an exercise, tells them what piece you are working
on, and they immediately plug the piece in.
In Part-3, I will use this model to illustrate how to train the
dog to go to the backside of a jump, but for now, I will assemble
the puzzle with a picture of a generic behavior.
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The very first piece I am going to work on is
the comfort piece. If a dog is not comfortable with
the set up, training aides, environment and
Comfort

foundation skills necessary to work on the behavior,
they aren’t going to be in a great place to learn.
In addition, if they don’t want to participate (or
can’t), then they are not going to be able to offer to
engage with the training process - and that is the next

piece I need to assemble. If the dog is not comfortable, then I need to find games that make
engaging fun. Playing hide-n-seek with treats or toys around or on the training set up is a
good one. Playing fetch with a toy over, under or through something is another good one.
With a dog who is comfortable with the set up of the
training environment, I will concentrate on fitting
Offer
To
try

together their willingness to try things in order to
Comfort

earn rewards. These two pieces enable me to begin
to reinforce behaviors that are similar to what I have
in mind. I can use placement and timing of the
reward to encourage them to keep trying things,
whether that is wrapping around a cone, or diving
through a low tire, to playing on a wobble board.

As soon as the dog is offering to do something, I
begin adding approaches to the behavior. This means
changing the approach angle or moving the set up to a
new location. In my mind I am thinking “Well if you

Offer
To
try

Comfort

can offer to do that from here, what about from over
here?” At this stage, I am trying to teach the dog that
making the decision to leave me and go do the thing,
is ok with me - in fact I like it!
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This naturally connects with the distance piece. If the dog
Offer
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is willing to go do something, I can give them a chance to
Comfort

do so from a little bit farther away - after all, it is their idea
to go there in the first place (offering).
In my mind, I am asking the dog: “Can you go do that
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thing, if I am here?” “What if I am over here and you are
there?” “What if while you do that thing, I go this way?”
As I add the distance piece, I also connect it to the
exercises that work different approach angles, in a typical
“round-the-clock” training pattern.

And once I have a dog that is comfortable to leave me and go perform a behavior, from
a variety of distances and angles, then I can start to ask them to do so. Asking them comes in
the form of a cue.
If the behavior is at an intermediate step
in the process, for example, just a piece of a
whole behavior chain - your cue is probably

Cues

Offer
to
try

Comfort

generic.
“Hand-in-collar” plus ready/steady is a
great way to ask a dog to try something.
“Watcha gonna do?” is another way to ask a
dog to try. You may even be using a physical
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cue, like sending the dog to go perform the
behavior.
The only cue you might not use yet, is a verbal cue that should probably wait until the
finished behavior is assembled. As examples, sometimes I label intermediate games: “where
is your spot?” for putting themselves in the stop position on a contact, or “get ’em” for the
stage when I am working 4 weave poles. The actual “walk it” or “weave” cue usually comes
later when the behavior is more complete.
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Handling into the behavior. connects nicely
with the cue piece. Once I give my dog
Cues

permission to go do something (cue it), I can

Offer
to
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add in the body language of agility handling.
Perhaps I am sending them ahead, or
running with, maybe I am leading out, front
crossing into the behavior, or blind or rear

Handling
into

Distance
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crossing. Maybe I am sending them across
my feet or pushing them out.
At this point, I have a pretty robust basic
behavior. If I use a tire obstacle as an

example, my dog is comfortable leaving me and going to perform a tire (albeit maybe only a
few inches off the ground), at all safe approach angles and a good distance. I can send them
from either side, or from laterally away. I can send ahead, run with or recall through the tire. I
can send them and rear cross, or leave them in a stay and blind cross into the tire. All this
time, I have been rewarding the tire to reinforce the behavior I want. Throwing a toy on the
far side of the tire is an example.
Now is a good time to assemble the
handling that happens after the behavior.
All that really entails is giving your dog
permission to do something and while they

Cues
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head off to do that, you move through
handling that you would like to have on
course. This could be pulling away laterally,
or crossing after the behavior, or showing
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serpentine cues or whatever. All you need to
do is use placement of reward to reinforce
where they should drive to based on the

Handling
out of

information encoded in how you are
moving. Teach them if they are supposed to
ignore what you are doing, or notice it. IF
they are supposed to notice it, where does
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the reward show up, when you do what you are doing. In my mind I am teaching the dog
“when I do this, look for your reward over here/there”, “pay attention, mom knows where
the rewards grow out of the ground!”.
The next piece is the one you’ve been dying to

Cues
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put into the puzzle, but there are some
Comfort

important reasons why I haven’t assembled in
sequences sooner.
The first reason is that I want my dog to focus
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on what they are learning. When you frame
up a question for your dog about a behavior,
you focus them on that behavior. In the

In
Sequence

Handling
out of

example of the tire, your training questions
are something like this: “hey little guy, I’m
going to ask a geometry question” - and voila,
you ask him to find a round thing to run
through. The expectation of what is going to
happen and the question match .

But when you put a new behavior in sequence, it is like saying “I am going to ask you a
question about geometry ok - now, what is the atomic symbol for gold?” What - I wasn’t
expecting that! Switching gears between things you climb on, run over, go through, stop on,
turn on etc. is a whole other skill - not to mention processing the cues that give your dog
permission to do each one.
The second reason that I wait a bit, is that I want my dog to get their cues from me
about when they have permission to go do something and where to go next. I do not want
them to guess, assume, let their momentum decide, or let their new favorite thing determine
it. So I want them to only have my cues to pay attention to for a little bit, before I add other
obstacles into the mix.
The first sequences I normally do are to send them away from the behavior to wrap a
jump standard, or cone or chair and then with front cross body language, I give them a
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chance to send ahead to go do it. When this is successful, I will add more complexity both
before and then after the behavior.
Once you start sequencing, it is easy to
think that the picture is complete, especially
because the initial pieces fit together perfectly.
But this graphic, illustrates, that you are close
but not there yet. In fact the last pieces of the
puzzle are so critical to the whole picture, that
I will draw your attention to them.
You have been working distractions in
the form of handling and energy, reward usage
and other obstacles before and after the
behavior already. However the distractions I
am referring to here are deliberate choices that
you create for the dog. “Would you rather nail
the weave entry or be distracted by these
toys”, “would you rather stop on your contact
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or be tempted to trickle off by this raw chicken
wing”.
In my mind, I am teaching the dog the hierarchy of the behavior with respect to other
things they could do. The dog does not automatically know that finishing a tire behavior is
more important than following your body language right now. Or that finishing the tire is
more important than checking out a target plate or picking up a toy on the way. This needs to
be taught. I envision my dog learning: “so, you are telling me that I should finish the tire,
even if there is a tunnel right there? even if last time we took the tunnel? even if the toy is in
your hand? even if …”
And now, with all of these pieces assembled, your dog is very likely to be able to be
successful with the distractions presented in new situations- and that is the next critical piece
to help generalize their understanding.
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Depending on the dog and their life
experiences, I may need to start at the
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try
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beginning and reassemble the puzzle from the
comfort stage. In fact, for the first few times I
am building the picture in a new place, I start
there with any dog. When I do, I find the dog
quickly assembles the offering piece, and then
I am off to the races, working approach
angles, distance, handling and sequencing.
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After, we have worked the puzzle in 3-4 new
locations, I usually find, the dog is anxious to
fast forward through the pieces and get on
with it.

The next piece to assemble is the
discrimination piece. What I do here, is
create choices for the dog that are similar to
help the dog distinguish between when you
are asking for this vs. that. Examples
include discriminating between the front
side of a jump or back side, turning left or
right, this end of the U-shaped tunnel or
that end…
The reason I wait this long to create
discrimination choices is that introducing
them before the dog is very good at a

Discrimination

behavior can have unintended
consequences.
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For example, the reason a dog might turn right when you ask them to turn left is that
you have paired up those two choices and made them (perhaps unnecessarily) a conceptual
choice regarding direction, rather than two un-related behaviors.
Also, if you introduce contrasting choices too early, you may find that your dog makes
the wrong choice. In the absence of a reward from you, they try the other thing - and voila,
you reward them for getting it right this time. Do this pairing enough and you will teach
your dog how to guess what to do. Rather than learn to respond correctly to your cue, you
accidentally teach them to be good at guessing - try something and if you don’t seem happy,
try the other thing.
You do need to add this piece, but maybe not quite so early as you might think.
The last piece to assemble is to build the persistence
of the behavior. Hopefully by this time it has been
lavishly rewarded, and the behavior itself is
rewarding to do. The reliability you have built, and
the dog’s confidence in doing it is hopefully
rewarding to you too. Here you make sure the dog
doesn’t need treats or toys as an imminent reward to
perform the behavior and it does not erode even after
several repetitions without specific reinforcement.
This article may make it seem like the training process

Persistance

is an arduous puzzle, but if you break each behavior
into several simple pictures, it may have taken you
longer to read this than it will take your dog to go
through it!

Also, it’s not a bad idea to keep jiggling the pieces now and then to make sure they are
still connected. Part - 3 of this series illustrates how this model applies to specific agility
behaviors.
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